
Thank you to Bethan for helping me with our 
recent Technical recruitment.   Bethan has 
been a pleasure to work with and consistently 
worked in a professional, proactive, and 
positive manner.  

I would recommend Bethan to anyone who 
needs help with their recruitment needs. 

Technical Manager
Medical Devices

 Beth not only kept communications and 
arrangements clear, but did so with an 
incredibly supportive and caring attitude 
that I have not experienced when 
dealing with other recruitment agencies 
in the past. 

Beth was there at every step with 
information and support, doing 
everything to make sure the process was 
smooth and as stress free as possible. 

I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend Yolk 
recruitment and would gladly work with 
Yolk again.

Quality Manager 
Global drinks manufacturer

Here’s what some of our Quality 
Engineering contacts say about 
Yolk’s recruitment process:

I would like to thank you for your continued 
support over the many years we have 
stayed in touch. Your continued persistence 
in looking for a suitable progression position 
has been truly fantastic.

Your professionalism is exceptional with 
setting up interviews, ensuring sufficient 
details have been passed over to me, really 
made the interview process go smoothly.

Your commitment and dedication in finding 
the good fit job’s is exceptional.

I thank you for your contributions, time, and 
efforts.

QHSE Manager
Manufacturing

Engineering 
& Technical
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“From the first time I was approached by Yolk 
I have found everyone to be professional, 
and able to give excellent advice.  

Very helpful in arranging interviews around 
my shifts and though it wasn’t an immediate 
answer I was always kept up to date and felt 
looked after.  Really happy to have had the 
job offer and I’ve accepted.  

A very professional and great service.”

Production Supervisor

Food & Drink Manufacturing

I have had contact with a few recruiters in my 
career and I can honestly say that I have not 
dealt with a more communicative company, 
in particular Bethan Griffiths. 

Beth has been in constant contact 
throughout my application process, guiding 
me to the next steps up to the point where 
she gave me the news that I have been 
offered the position. 

She has remained professional, friendly and 
always willing to help with any questions that 
I have. Keep up the great work!

Health & Safety Manager

Engineering 

I’ve recently had the pleasure of working 
with Beth, and will be starting my new role 
next Monday.

From the first day she introduced herself 
to me, she’s been extremely warm and 
approachable. I felt, unlike other recruiters, 
that she cared about the candidate and 
not just the employer. Other recruiters I 
have dealt with in the past have been client 
focused, and so Beth stands out in this 
respect.

When speaking with her, she is organised 
and communicates really well. She thought 
of things that I may have missed, and her 
experience shines through. I also felt I could 
open up to her about my past experiences 
with interviews and she gave me the courage 
and confidence before each interview I had. 
She has a professional charm I rarely find 
when working with other recruiters.

Design Engineer, 

Construction Manufacturing

Thank you for your continued support over 
the many years we have stayed in touch.

Your continued persistence in looking for a 
suitable progression position has been truly 
fantastic.  

Your commitment and dedication in finding 
the best fit for me was exceptional and 
having worked with you as an employer and 
seen the same care and attention – superb.  

QHSE Manager

Oil & Gas
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Want to hear how Engineering & 
Technical can help reshape your 
recruitment? 

02921 673 732
 
bethan.griffiths@yolkrecruitment.com
yolkrecruitment.com

I would like to say a massive thank you to 
Beth Griffiths for her help in me securing my 
current role.  Beth has been fantastic and 
provided me with great support from initial 
contact to post placement care.

She has been totally understanding of the 
type of role I was looking for, and provided 
regular check ins to check how I was pre 
and post interview.  

Beth was friendly, professional and 
extremely helpful throughout the process, 
providing clear guidance of the next steps - 
which was much appreciated!

I highly recommend speaking to Beth or 
anyone at Yolk if you are looking for a career 
change!

Food Technologist
Food Manufacturing

I was contacted by Yolk Engineering 
regarding an Internal Auditing role. I have 
been contacted by many agencies before 
and been disappointed so I was sceptical. 
I have to say that Yolk Engineering were 
professional and personal and guided me 
through every step. 

They contacted me during  out of office 
hours and nothing was ever a problem. I 
eventually got the role and Yolk were still in 
touch even after the work was completed. 
Nothing was ever a problem and I would 
highly recommend Yolk Engineering in your 
job search. A 10 out of 10.

Site Auditor
Food Manufacturing

I’ve recently had the pleasure of working 
with Yolk Engineering, and started my new 
role this month.

From the first day we were introduced they 
were extremely warm and approachable. I 
felt, unlike other recruiters, they cared about 
the candidate and not just the employer. 
Other recruiters I have dealt with in the 
past have been client focused, and so Yolk 
stands out in this respect.

Quality Engineer
Aerospace

Big thanks to Bethan Griffiths for all the hard 
work and help she provided  which resulted 
in me securing a new post.

Her communication was excellent, the 
advise regarding the interview was very 
useful and the insight into the employer was 
second to none! Highly recommended.

Quality Systems Engineer
Aerospace
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